
Summer Topic – Young and Wild and Free 

Summer Term – Week 1 Learning 

Each week there will be a new plan of learning for the summer term. This will be a mixture of Phonics, 

English, Maths and Foundation subject activities.  

All of the Maths topics over the next few weeks are topics that they children have not yet learnt in 

class. This will be brand new learning to them. Therefore, please read the following material for how I 

would usually teach this to the children, and you can then use this technique at home if you like.  

This week’s Maths topic - Money 

Children only need to have a basic understanding of coins and their value. This week will only be 

focusing on recognising coins, and building on this learning next week. There are some resources at 

the bottom of this document to support in this learning. 

 

Monday 20th 

April 2020 

Every day – Read half a book on Oxford Reading Buddy 

 

Phonics – watch Read Write Inc online – Youtube Channel - Set 1 @9:30am and Set 2 

@10am. A different sound each day. Write some words and a simple sentence 

containing the days sound.  

 

Maths  

Start by talking about money – what is it? Why do we need money? What does cheap 

mean? What does expensive mean? What might you buy that is cheap? What might you 

buy that is expensive? 

 

Tell your child that there are different amounts of money, which is shown through coins 

– show children each of the following coins – 1p, 2p, 5p, 10p, 20p, 50p, £1, £2.  

 

Discuss how the coins look, what colour they are, their size, the markings on them that 

show us the value, and how we can identify them. Make it clear that the size of the coin 

does not affect the amount of money it is.  

Tuesday 21st 

April 2020 

Every day – Read half a book on Oxford Reading Buddy 

 

Phonics – watch Read Write Inc online – Youtube Channel - Set 1 @9:30am and Set 2 

@10am. A different sound each day. Write some words and a simple sentence 

containing the days sound.  

 

Art and Design – log onto Purple Mash and complete 2Do – draw a picture of what you 

got up to in the Easter holidays.  

I would love to see any learning you are doing! Feel free to email me or Tweet me! 



Wednesday 

22nd April 

2020 

Every day – Read half a book on Oxford Reading Buddy 

 

Phonics – watch Read Write Inc online – Youtube Channel - Set 1 @9:30am and Set 2 

@10am. A different sound each day. Write some words and a simple sentence 

containing the days sound.  

 

Maths  

Recap the coins that you introduced on Monday. Put a big pile of mixed up coins in front 

of your child and ask them to find each coin, one at a time – “Can you find me 2p?” Sort 

all the coins into separate piles. Recap the colours of the coins, the size and the value.  

 

Explain that the more money we have, the more things we can buy. Model putting the 

coins in order of value in a line, model that the numbers get bigger – 1p, 2p, 5p, 10p,20p, 

50p, £1, £2. Mix them up after you have modelled this and see if your child can put some 

in the right order.  

Thursday 23rd 

April 2020 

Every day – Read half a book on Oxford Reading Buddy 

 

Phonics – watch Read Write Inc online – Youtube Channel - Set 1 @9:30am and Set 2 

@10am. A different sound each day. Write some words and a simple sentence 

containing the days sound.  

 

Understanding the World - Recycling – log onto Purple Mash and complete 2Do on 

Recycling. We have practised some recycling in class. Can you recycle some things at 

home and put them in the correct bins? 

Friday 24th 

April 2020 

Every day – Read half a book on Oxford Reading Buddy 

 

Phonics – watch Read Write Inc online – Youtube Channel - Set 1 @9:30am and Set 2 

@10am. A different sound each day. Write some words and a simple sentence 

containing the days sound.  

  

Maths  

Recap the value of each coin – see if children can recognise each coin. Introduce how we 

write money – ‘p’ and £.  

 

Model drawing each coin on a piece of paper and write its value next to it in pence. See if 

your child can write the value of each coin next to it using ‘p’. You could even place a 

piece of paper over each coin to trace the markings.  

 

If you go to the shops together, look out for how much money some items are. Can you 

find any sweets that say 10p, 20p, 5p, 50p, £1?  



 



 

 



 

 

 

 


